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FOREWORD

0 1 APR 1982

DoD 6060.1M

This series of manuals for Child Care Givers on DoD Installations is

issued under the authority of DoD Instruction 6060.1, "Training Manuals

for Child Care Givers on DoD Installations," January 19, 1981. Its purpose

is to provide child care givers with training materials that include the

latest techniques and procedures for the safe care and guiding development

of children entrusted to their care.

,This series of manuals, DoD 6060.1M:1 through DoD 6060.1M-17, was

developed under the auspices of the Department of Health and Human Services

by the Department of Army, in cooperation with the Navy, Air Force, and

Marine Corps.

The provisions of this series of manuals apply to the Office of the

Secretary of Defense, the Military Degartments, and the Defense Agencies

(hereafter referred to as DoD Components) whose heads shall ensure that the

manuals are distributed or otherwise made available to all child care givers

on DoD installations and that these materials are used in regional and inter

Service workshops, seminars, and training sessions.

This series of manuals is effective immediately.

Send recommended changes to the manuals through channels to:

Director, Personnel'Administration and Services

Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Military Personnel and Force Management) (ASD(MRA&L))

Washington, D.C. 20301

DoD Components may obtain copies of this series of manuals through their

own publications channels.- Other federal agencies and the public may obtain

copies from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402.

R. Dean Tice
Lieutenant General, USA
Deputy Assistant Secretary

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing 0Mce Washington. D.C. 20402
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INTFCIDICTICN

MEL034E to the first in a series of staff develop,-

ment moduleswitten for the "caregiver" or

"teacher" in a military child care center. We
think the hints and ideas provided in these

modules will help you on your job. This module,

The Caring' Role in a Child Care Center, will

tell you what role you will play in providing the

.best possible care for children and in cooperating

with their parents. You now are reading Part II

of the module, Relating TO Parents.

Let us introduce you to a new kind of experience,

learning through self-paced instruction. This

means you will be able to work on your own, by

yourself, and at your own pace. In each section

a small amount of discussion about important

ideas will be provided, followed by some,real
situations that take place in child care centers.
These situations have really happened and come

from the-experiences of our own caregivers who

tell us that new caregivers are very likely to

find these situations hard to handle. In other

words, the experiences you will find in this

module and the othpr modules are very much like

the ones you will run into an your job.

Although the situations you are about to read

do not in any way cover ALL problems that you may

have in a child care center, the more common
or frustrating problems you may face are pre-

sented.

This module is designed.to help you learn to make

decisions relating to real problems. The situa-

tions have been selected from actual experiences
of caregivers in our child care center.

We want to stress that the solutions we present
are not the only possible answers to the situa-

tions. There are possibly as many "right"
answers as there are caregivers. Hopefully, the

situations and solutions we present will not only..
increase your knowledge of your caring role in

a child care center bdt also will stimulate your

thinking about yourself, decisions which you will

make in your job, and the possible outcomes of

your actions.
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104 OUR YOU

MAKE PARENTS MIL Kr DOE
Paur izAvnas TEEOR ainDm

IN MOLD CARE? BE SENSITIVE TO
PARENTS ' FEELINGS

Recognize The
Strains On
Families

Let Parents Mow
You're In

Their Corner

Being a parent has never been easy. In many

ways, it.is harder today than it ever has been.

There are so many things that must be done;

daily living is so expensive that it is almost

necessary far both a husband and wife to work

outside of the home; and in many single-parent

households, a parent may work full time and be

responsible for keeping house ihd providing full

physical and emotional support for the children.

Although parents try to be independent,and handle

everything that needs to be done, they never can

be totallY independent. They need others--perhaps

someone to talk to, or someone towtch the baby

while they run to the store, or someone to care

for the childibile they work. In countless

ways, every day, parents have always needed the

help of other people.

What are same ways that the military family can

get extra support that is always needed by

parents?

The child care center on a military installation

can provide a necessary and important service to

military families.

Many parents have heaved a sigh of relief when

they learn there is a child care center on the

installation which can help provide relief from

the 24-hour-a-day care that children require.

It should be remembered, however, that every

parent is different. Although parents may be

delighted to have care for their child available,

theymay-also have other feelings:

uncertainty about leaving their child

wiZZ they take good care of her?

jealous or afraid
wiZZ she Learn to love you, the baregiver,

more than she does us?

guilty
should We really put her in the center?

uncomfortable or threatened
does this staff know more about our child

than we do?

cautious
are we "on display" and being "judged" by how

our child acts in the center?
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Understand The
Special importance

Of Child Care
To Families Ct `

Children With
Special Needs

angry
why did you let her c10 that?

Understand that parents may have these mdxed
feelings. alst as there are no finm rules on
how to be a "good caregiver,"'there are likewise
none for how to be a "good parent." Remember
that parents generallywant to do what they
think is best for their child.

Sometimes, they simply need =means else to talk
to who Also is interested in their child - you.
It is not unusual for you to feel unsure of your-
self in.this situation, because your time
usually is spent talking with children. But,
listen to them. You can do much to put them at
ease by hearing them out and talking about what
an important job they have as parents.

As parents are 4inding ways to cope with problems
of disabled or handicapped children in their
homes rather than in institutions, child care cen-
ters are finding ways to integrate these children
into their,regular programs.

A conservative estimate is that one in every
ten families has a child with a significant dis-
ability. Any child can try a parent's patience,
causing the parents to seek time away from the
child. Special children, through their physical,
emotional or mental limitations and needs,
place an unusual demand on their parents. They
are, however, deserving of their share of the
Love, discipline and attention.

Due to physical or mental limitaticns, there are
some places where disabled children may not be
able to accompany a parent. This makes it
necessary to find a caregiver - perhaps even more
often than a parent would for the average child.

Parents need child care not only for duties and
business, but for their relaxation and mental
health. It is essential to have same time to
rejuvenate if parents are to fill such a large
responsibility. When the parent feels,00nfident
about the child care center's ability to care
for the child, the center staff rightly can feel
they have rendered a real human service for both
the special child and the parent.

Parents never expect to have a handicapped child,
and when they do, their reactions vary according

8



to their individUalnekeup. However, certain

reactions are oammon. There are periods of

shock, bewilderment and disbelief. Parents

also liaually have periods of anger; grief, worry,

guilt and denial. Same families go through these

feelinis, then fairly quickly come to grips with

the sitifition and take steps to deal with it and

learniasys of handling it. In fact, same people

are better equipped eamehow, frost the beginning,

to handle and provide care fortheir handicapped

child. Others have a longer, harder struggle.

This, of course, is not providing an optimun

atmosphere for the progress of their child.

Parents may simply spend too much time directly

with the child - locking themselves away,

overprotecting the child and believing they are

the only,ones czpable of providing adequate care.

Sametimes the time spent aweYwhile the child

is at the chilla care center, can be as therapeutic

for the child as for the parent, and the entire

situaticn can help these families lead more

comfortable and more normal lives.

Encourage Parents Parents are important. They are the most impor-

To tant people in a child's life. For this reason,

Get Involved it is important that you and others on the staff

draw parents into the life of the center and

make then feel welcome.

Remember that even the busiest parents are inter-

ested in, and want good care for, their.children.

They are our best resources and have valuable

informaticn and suggestions to offer. "Listen"

to what they say. If you want to find out about

a child, ask his parents. Remember, they've

been caring for him nuch longer than you have.

Parents often are willing to-help the center or

your rcom in same way if they knowl4hat to do

and feel needed. Although not all parents wish

to became involved in the same way, most are

willing to help if they can.

Have respect for their ideas and share informa-

tion about their child. This is necessary

for the child's development.

Become friends with the parents. Even

quick, informal contacts parents have with you

when tbey bring or pick up their children are

important meetings. The parents' impression of
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the whole center may be based on those few
precious accents. And, they need to "feel
good" - in just those few-moments - about
leaving their child in the center. If you
have established a friendship with the parents
and if they "feel good" about you and the
center, any problems that might come up can be
handled more easily.



BUILDI% YCUR =MIS

SCSICIM WITH PAREWS

. . Same Often Asked
Questicos

And

Situations To EXplore

CO YOU
APPROACH PARENTS
WHEN A HEALTH PRaBLMA
IS SUSPECTED?

In a child care center, children should be screened as carefully as possi-

ble for fevers, colds and other health problems. If a child's eyes look

dull, he is flushed or you notice excessive coughing, center policy will

dictate whether or not the child can be accepted in the center. Vision

and hearing problems often do not become apparent until the child has

been in the center for awhile. Your suspicions about a health problem

should be brought to the attention of the director so that she also has

an opportunity to observe the child. Vision, hearing or other potentially

serious problems should be brought to the parents' attention bythe

director, because they may not have noticed the problem in the home.

1 1
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mu MED YaJ

CO . . .

Suzy, who is usually a bright, alert four-year-old, comes in with her

mother and you notice mucous in her nose and her cheeks seem flushed. You

are concerned that Suzy has a cold and fever. What would you say to the

mother?

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

A. "Suzy doesn't look as if she feels well. Has

she been sick?"

B. "I'm afraid you will not be able to leave

Suzy here, because I can see she has a

fever and cold."

C. "I'm concerned that Suzy is not feeling well.

Please takq her to the office, and they will

take her temperature. I would hate for you

to Leave her and then have to be called

right back."

84



Jbhnny seems inattentive at story time and has difficulty following

direCtions. You find youself repeating directions to him quite often.

Johnny has to be looking directly at you in order tp hear what you say,

aria you suspectl hearing problem. How would you appreach his parents

with this problem?

A. When parents pick Johnny up, you describe

Johnny's behavior and tell the parents to

have Johnny's ears checked.

B. You discuss the problem with the center

director, and he also observes Johnny's

behavior. Talk to the parents and ask if

they have noticed similar behavior at home.

Tell parents you are concerned that Johnny

may not be hearing you and suggest that the

parents check with a doctor.

C. Tell Johnny to tell his parents he has

trouble hearing. When his parents come in

to get him, remind Johnny of what ha is to

tell his parents.

Answers.From Choice A may put you on the spot if the mother.

Previous Page answers that Suzy is fine. You will then either

have to.alZow the mother to leave a sick child .

or you wilJ have to tell the mother you disagree

with her. Neither is a good choice.

Choice B has you playing the role of doctor and

making a decision which may very well antagonize

I .the parent. In most child care centers, the

caregiver is not the one who makes those kinds

.ofdecisi,Dns.

Choice C is the-best one because you have stated

your concern, made a reasonable requeSt o,f the'

mother and given a good reason for that request:

You have shown concern for Suzy and the mother.

86
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Answers Fran Choice A is not-the best answer 'since you have

Previous Page not informed the director of the problem. It

is always best to have two opinions before

talking to parents about a potential problem.

Choice B is the best answer because you have

involved the director in the decision and have

asked the parents whether they have noticed

similar behavior at home. By involving the

parents and the director as well as yourself in

the problem, you are more likely to get help for

Johnny.

Choice C puts the responsibility on the child,

who does not understand the situation, and is the

least likely way to get help for the child.

88
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MI DO YOU
APPECPCE A PARENT

WHEN Yar SUSPECT A ctinD
Is mum ABU= OR NEGLECDED?

One of the hardest things far caregivees to deal with is the fact that a

child in their care is being Wowed or neglected. Sometimes the abuse

or neglect is deliberate and sanettnes it happens because of a lack of

parenting skills. In either case, the caregivou: must ask the director

for help in approaching the parent and must try to build.a good relation-

ship.with the parent and the child. Before deciding that &child is

abused, be sure you have all the facts about how the.injuries have

occurred so that you don't jump to false conclusions. When you suspect

the child is neglected, write down the-reasons for your suspicions (child

'wears old clothes, child is dirty, child has.constant running nose, etc.).

Whin yoU have compiled the list, take it to thedirector and discuss it

with her. When you suspect abuse, be'surathe director is aware of all

the facts and let the directorreke the'final decision.

15
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WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . . .

An infant, six months old, comes to the center on a daily basis, and when

the caregiver changes his diapers she notices he has a very bad dia-

per rash. This continues for several days and the child is very fussy

and seems to be in pain. As the caregiver, what should you do?

A. Tell the parent you have noticed the diaper-

rash and suggest she put ointment on it

to clear it up.

B. Bring some ointment from home and put it on

the baby. Suggest the parent use*the same

ointment so the rash will clear up.

C. Ask the parent if the child has had frequent

diaper rashes and suggest she mention the

problem to the doctor at the next visit

(if the child is to be seen by a doctor

in the near future). If the child is not

scheduled for a checkup in the near future,

suggest the parent take the child to the

doctor. Ask the parent what she has found

helpful and explain that you have been chang-

ing the baby frequently at the center so

the urine does not cause further damage.

Answers On BOttam
Of Next Page

1 6 92



David, who is a four-year-old, comes in as usual on Monday but seems

sad and withdrea.n. You discover welts on his back which look like he

has been spanked with a belt. He tells you he was a bad boy on Sunday

and daddy whipped him. As a caregiver, what would you do?

A. Ask the director to look at David's back

and if he feels that the child has been

beaten, the director will,talk with the

parent before David leaves the center.

B. When the parent comes to the center, tell
her what David has said and suggest that

using a belt to spank him is not a good

idea.

C. Tell the parent you noticed the welts on

David's back and ask her how it happened.

If the parent does not have a good answer,

tell her the director wants to speak with

her.

Answers From Choice A - Diagnosing the cause of the rash could

Previous Page cause problems as the baby couZd be allergic to

a food which is causing the rash. The child could

also be having a physical problem of which you

and the parent are unaware. The ointment could

make the rash worse, not better.

Choice B - it is never a godd idea to use any

mediCation on a chiZd without a doctor's

approval. In addition, most center policies

would not allow you to do this.

Choice c is best. Making the parent aware you

are concerned about the rash and what you are

doing at the center perhaps will help her

take more care in changing at home. If the child

is being changed frequently at home also, the

parent should be told that a doctor may need

to see the child and prescribe treatment. In

this choice, you are not passing judgment on the

parent - just suggesting ways to help solve the

problem.

94
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Answers Pram Choice A is the best answer because as a care-

Previous Page giver, you are not expected to take any action

other than reporting suspected child abuse to

the director. The director is the person who
should talk with the parent and any others he

feels should be notified.

Chaice B is not a wise choice because a parent
who beats a child either is unaware that using

a belt is child abuse or perhaps is unable to

control his.or her emotions. As the caregiver,

you should not discuss suspected abuse with

th4 parent.

Choice C really puts the parent on the defensive

and makes your job and the director's more

difficult.

18
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HOW DO YU./ APPROACH PARENTS
WEEN COOPERATION IS NEEDED
ID size atenRABIE
DIMIIVE BEHAVIOR?

Involving the parents in helping a Child develop good behavior patterns

at the center can be most valuable. If the child is showing undesirable

and/or disruptive behavior ai the center, you will need to come up with

a plan for changing that behavior. Th child care staff who comes in

contact with the child during the day must all be using the same tactic*

in getting rid of the poor behavior. Parents can and should be involved

in working out the plan and helping implement it in the home. When all

people coming in contact with the child, parents and Caregivers, agree

an a plan of action in deaLingwith the disruptive behavior, the behavior

often disappears quite rapidly.

Approach the parents with your concerns about the child's behavior and

ask them if they have noticed the same things at home. If the answer is

yes, then the next step is to agree on a plan to stop the undesirable

behavior. Parents and caregivers need to keip in touch so that if the

first,plan doesn't work, an alternative can be developed. Be sure

the parents understand that you are concerned about the child (not angry

with the child) and that you do not blame the parents for the undesirable

behavior.

9
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W!T WalUD "Mj
DO IF . . .

Ellen hits or kicks the other children to get her own way. She is three

years old and an only child. She seems unable to wait for a turn to do.

anything and will hit or kick thesother children to be first. The

children are beginning to stay away from Ellen, and they refuse to play

with her. As a caregiver, haw can you help Ellen develop social group

skills?

Answers On Bottan
Of Next Page

A. When the parents come to get Ellen, ask

if you may speak to them. Explain you are

concerned about Ellen's relationship with

the otherchildren. Ask the parents if

Ellen has children her awn age to play with.

If the parents say 'Yes," inquire about

Ellen's relationship with these children.

If the ansler is 'No," this will tell you

part of the problem. Try to work out with

the parents one or two goals for Ellen to

work on.

B. Tell the parents when they came to get Ellen

that she has.been a real problem and that you

would appreciate the parents working on the

situation at home while you work on it at

the center. Explain what the problem is.

C. Keep detailed notes for one full day on

Ellen's behavior. When theparents came to

get Ellen, show them the notes. After the

parents read the notes, ask if they have

noticed the behavior at home and try to work

out a plan with the parents so you are both

dealing with it in a similar way.

20
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Kurt, at four, seems to withdrm from playing with.the other children and

wants to cling to you all of the time. He has been coming to the center

for a =nth, and you are becoming concerned about his insecurity. He

needs constant reassurance that he is doing all right. %hat would you do?

A. Ask the parent if sceething has happened at

home because you are concerned that KUrt

is a very insecure child.

B. Describe FUrt's behavior to the parent and

ask if she has noticed this at home and if

she can think of same way to help Kurt feel

more comfortable and sure of himself.

C. When the parent cames in to get KUrt, tell

her that Kurt seems to be unhappy in the roam

and ask if he has mentioned anything at

home that disturbs him about the center.
Emphasize.that you want to help Kurt to be

happier and feel more comfortable at the

center.

Answers From Choice A is best because it approaches the

Previous Page parents in a very non-threatening way and involves

the parents in working with you, the caregiver,

in helping Ellen. With this approach, communica-

tion between parents and center can be kept open

and Ellen will benefit the most.

Choice B Labels the child as a problem and

immediately puts the parents on the defensive.

You have not tried to get the parents to work

with you but have indicated onZy that the parents

work on it at home. You have left the.explanation

of the problem to the very end.

Choice C is not the best answer because parents

will become very defensive on reading notes about

their child's behavior. This alternative will

make it much more difficult to work out a common

plan of action and to keep lines of communication

open. Keeping notes on Ellen's behavior should be

done after you have established some goals with

the parents and are working on them.

102
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Answers From Choice A semi to place blame on the parent or

Previous Page home and labels the child. This choice couZd

make a parent very defensive.

Choice B is more acceptable but also places the

burden of the solution on the parent, rather than

indicating you want to work with the parent.

Choice C is best because it gives the parent a

chance to tell you anything that has been said

at home and also opens up the discussion to .

finding ways to help Kurt. By not labeling Kurt

and by not pZacing the source.of the problem on

the home, you will be more able to work with the

parent in helping Kurt both at home and at the

center.

104
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SWUM YOU WM ADVICE
TO PAREWIS
tilD31 TM ASK FOOR

Often caregivers are asked by parents for advice on hcf.r to handle a pro-

blem they are having with the child. 2t is very easy to slip into the

role of advisor when -perhaps you shouldn't. Parents do not always give

you all the facts to begin with, and you need to have more information in

order to advise them. Knowing when to advise the parents, when to seek

mcre information, and when to refer the parents to the director, a doctor,

a social worker, etc. takes a great deal of skill and knowledge. Most

times it is test to say, "I can see that you are concerned about this.

May I get back to you after I have thought about it for awhile?"

Then check with your director or supervisor who may have more knowledge

about the family and will be better able to advise.the parents or

refer the parents to a professional for help. When in doubt, do not

advise!

2 3
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CCM' WCVID YT
DO IF . . . .7.0

Five-year-old Brad's father tells you that he and Brad'snother are

separating and asks you for the best way to tell Brad and help him adjust.

A. Tell Brad's father that you also are
interested in helping Brad adjust but that

you would like to have some time to think

about ways of telling Brad and helping him

adjust. Ask him to check with you the next

morning. Inform your director of what has
happened, and ask her advice on the matter.

B. Tell Brad's father that you feel he and his

wife should both talk with Brad and then be

sure to give him lots of love and attention.

C. Tell Brad's father to talk with the director

because she can help him find the answers to

his questions.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

24
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Jbhn'sztother tells you that she and his father are concerned because

John is not talking, and he is three years old. You have only seen Jbhn

three times at the center. What should you tell the parent?

A. Tell Jbhn's mother that you will observe

-John and that probably he is just a little

slow in talking. Reassure her that cony

children are slow to talk, particularly

boys.

B. Tell the mother that often a doctor can

examine the child and tell if the child needs

help and that the doctor can then refer John

to someone, if necessary.

C. Tell the mother that you agree that Jbhn

should be talking now and that she had better

get help for him soon. Say that you will

work with him at the center on talking.

Answexs From Choice A, the best, shows sympathy to the father's

situation and lets him know you are wining to

try and help. The director then is made aware

of the situation and can.inform you of her

recommendations and tha agencies on the installa-

tion which may help Brad's father find some

answers when he comes the next day.

Choice B has you, the caregiver, giving advice

which you are not qualified to do and perhaps

keeps Brad's father from seeking professional

help which couZd answer other questions that

come up concerning the situation.

Choice C does refer the problem to someone more

qualified, but perhaps Brad's father does not

know the director and is uncomfortable speaking

to her about the problem. This could keep the

father from seeking any help at all.

Previous Page
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Answers Prom Choice A reassures the mother and may keep her

Previous Page troy getting needed help for John. You should not

di4nose problems.

Choice B steers rhe mother in the direction to

gat help for John and also reassures her that

help, if needed, is available.

Choice C may cause the mother even more concern

while she is waiting fbr a dbctor's appointment.

Also, until you know what the problem is, you

cannot help John with his speech.

2 6
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MUM YOU I= plamars
AWN 1103LOR CHOPUD'S BEHAN/MR

AT THE OMER?

Mbst of the time when parents ask you how their child's day has gone at

the center, you can easily explain what activities have gone on, what

their child has had for lundh and hot'', the child has behaved during the

day. However, =motives there have been problems during the day and a

caregiver is not sure whether to tell the parents or not. A good thing

to remember is that if the behavior is raking the child's day go unhappi-

ly, or if it is an ongoing, every-day behavior that is of concern to you,

then you probably should discuss it with the parents. Remember, parents

are defensive about their children and often look on criticism of their

child as a criticism ct them as parents. 'Be positive and understanding.

If the behavior that concerns you only happens once or twice, then often

it can be solved by the caregiver and does not need to be discussed with

the parents. Also, if you are concerned that the parents may react harsh-

ly to the child, then discuss the problem with your director first. Remem-

ber always that you are the child's friend and must act and teact with that

in mind.
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SCAT WIRD YCU
DO IF . . .

Nancy, who is five years old, comes to the center on a daily basis, and

her motIler wants her to navevery day. Nancy, however, is very restless

and disturbs the children around her. She rarely sleeps and seems to

cope the rest of the afternoon just fine. This leads you, the caregiver,

to believe that Nancy really doesn't need a nap. When Nancy's wither

comes in she asks, "Did Nancy take a nap today?"

A. Ask: "Does Nancy take a nap at home and,

if 90, how long a nap does she take?"

(!ast times you will find that Nancy either

takes no nap at home or only a short rest

of a half hour or so). Explain to tbemother

that Nancy seems restless and unhappy at nap

time, and you feel that perhaps it would be

better for-Nancy to play with a quiet game

or look at books in a quiet corner of the

- roam rather than lying on a cot. Ask if

you may try this for a few days and see how

things, go for the rest of the day and at

home. Ask Nancy's mother to, let you know

if it seems to affect Nancy at home if she

takes no nap at the centee.

B. Tell the mother that Nancy did not take a

nap and that you do not feel she needs a

nap as her day goes better at the center

when she doesn't nap. Ekplain that when

Nancy is forced,to take a nap she is

restless, disturbs the other children and

you have to speak to her frequently which

upsets her.

C. Tell the parmattbat Nancy did not take a'nap

but that you will try and make her take a nap

the next day. Explain that since Nancy

is five years old, she may not need a nep.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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Rudy is an active three-year-old who has trouble sharing toys andoften

is aggressive. You have been working with him are see awe improvement.

But you still feel that it will take much time and effort on your,part

to help Rudy learn to share and vent his angry feelings in an acceptable

way. You know that at home Rudy is spanked often, and his parents haVe

very high, rigid staMar4s of behavior. When the mother comes to get

Rudy, you are asked did he behave himself today?" What do you

as the caregiver reply?

A. "Rudy hit and kicked several children today,

but rim sure he wdll have a better day

tomorrow."

B. "I am working with Rudy on not hitting and

he wes a little better today. I'm sure

in 4me he will learn to use words--not fists

to express his angry feelings."

C. "Rudy is ttying hard to share toys, and I

see him improving every day. Youlmust be

proud of him. I/am also trying to have

Rudy tell Oeople when he is angry and to not

hit. Often hitting just causes the child

to hit Rudy back, and I think he is beginning

to learn this."

Answers From Choice A helps you underetamd Nancy's naptime at

Previous Page home. You are also explaining Nancy's behavior

at naptime in a positive way and giving-an

acceptable alternative to naptime. In addition,

you are giving the parent a chance to report back

any side effects that not taking a nap at the cen-

ter may cause at home.

Choice B does not give any alternative to napping

and reports in a negative way Narcy's behavior

during naptime. The parent may go away feeling

, frustrated with no solution in mind.

Choice C gives the parent no
solution to the pro-

blem. Also, keep in mind that it is impossible

to force a child to sleep.
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Answers Fran Choice A wiZZ probably cause the mother to

Previous Page lecture Rudy aZZ the way home and perhaps even

spank him.

Choice B is more positive but to a mother with

rigid, high standards, being "a ZittZe better°

is not good enough, and Rudy will probably have

a tough time ahead of him at home.

Choice C is best because it emphasises positive

behavior on Rudy's part and wiZZ probably Zeave

the mother feeling "(AK" about RUdy's behavior.

2t may even open the door to Pother communica-

tion between you and the mother.
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HOW DO YCU
HANDLE PARIEta RDIESTMIR
PRIVILEGES CR ,

DISCIPLINE METHODS
WHICH ARE AGAINST CEMER POLICY?

Many times parents don't reed-the center's parent
handbooks or information

papers and therefore request that you, as a caregiver, do things that are

against center policy. In this case, you can explain that their request

is againstcenter
policy and refer them to the parent handbook. However,

there are times when parents know their request is against center policy,

but they ask you to make an exception in their case. This is muct more

difficult to handle tactfully. However, remember that when and if you

do make an exception, you will have to justify it to other parents, your

director and perhaps other staff members. It is best to have the decision

on exceptions irada4Dy the center director. In most cases, re-stating the

center policyand
explaining the reasons behind the policy to the parent

will take care of the situation. If not, refer the parent,to your

supervisor or director. Be sure you are familiar with center policies.
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ma MAUD YOJ
CO IF.

Parents bring their
two-and-a-half-year-old son and four-year-old daughter

to the canter and ask that both children be allowed to stay in the

fcur-year-old roam. They tell you the
two-and-a-half-year-old is very

dependent on his four-year-old sister and will cry if separated from her.

How do you, as the caregiver, handle this?

A. You decide that since it is both,children's

first day at the center, you will allow them

to stay together as long as things "go4

well." You tell the parents this. 1

B. You tell the parents the Childrel must be

with their own age group uramss they have

special permission from the director.

C. Explain the center's policy on this to the

parents and assure them that usually children

adjust quite quickly and are happier with

their own age group doing activities plarmed

for that age. Specifically, suggest if

the parents are concerned, they call back

in,an hour or 90 to check on the children.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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Jimmy iel8 months old, and his mother requests that he be moved to the

two-year-old roam. She feels that Jimmy is very advanced and is bored

with the 'babies" in his present roam. You feel that Jimmy is a typical

18-month-old child and center policies are quite definite as to the age

level for each roam. Whatdo you say to the =ask'?

A. Tell the mother you feel Jimmy is a bright,

laveWblechild, who is very well adjusted.

Explain the center's policy on the age

levels'assigned to each roam. Tell the

mother that Jimmy seems to enjoy the

activities in his present roam, and invite

her to observe the roam for a few minutes

through the window in the door (or in a way

that Jimmy is not aware that she's observing).

B. Explain that Jimmy must stay in his pre-

sent roam until he is two, and tell her you

feel he iran average 18-1month-old child.

C. Tell the mother any changes in roam assign-

ment must be made by the director.

Answers Fram Choice A puts you on the spot because the parents

Previous Page wiZZ expect the exception to be mrde every time

the children come to the center. Also, it is

highly likely that other parents will find out

and request the same exception.

Choice B really "Passes the buck" to the director,

whe5 does not have time to talk with.every parent

who wants an exceetion made for their child.

You, as the caregiver, have a responsibility to

expZain center policy to the parents.

Choice C is best because you expZczn center poli-

cy to the parents and give the reasons for that

policy. You also encourage the parents to

reassure themselves by calling in an hour or so

to check on the chiZdren.
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Answers Fran
Previous Page

Choice A is the best answer because you are

reacting positively to Jimmy while explaining

ths center policy. You are also giving the

mother the opportunity to see how he does in

the room - unobserved by Jimmy. This all tends

to reassure the mother.

Choice B questions the.mother's judgment of

Jimmy's ability and does not explain center

policy or assure the mother of your good feelings

about Jimmy.

Choice C paeses the decision to the director

who is busy, and this choice gives the mother

no explanation of center policy. It also does

not assure the mother of your good Aelings

toward Jimmy and his welfare.
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WIAT WOULD YOU DO
TIM A RUM 00NSISTE11LY
DOSS TEEMS MT ARE
AGAINST CENTER'POLICY?

Mbet perents are very likely to abide by center policies when they know

what'they are -However, there are times when parents will totally ignore

center policy even when it is obvious they know what the policy is. In

these cases, after you have reminded the parents two--or at most

three--times of the policy, then refer them to the center director who has

the authority toHtake further action.
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WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . . .

Mike's parents know that the center closes at 1:00 a.m. on Saturday

nights, but they are always 15 to 30 minutes late picking him up. You

have made allowances for flat tires, car breakdowns, etc., but you are

beginning to doubt that they are really trying to pick Mike up on time.

When they came in 30 minutes late, for the fourth time in a row, what

do you, the caregiver, say to them?

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

A. "This is the fourth time this month you

have-been la'te picking up Mike, and I am

going to speak to the director about this."

B. "I realize you are sorry you are late, but

it is very hard on me to have to stay over

my hours. Before you bring Mike back to

the cente4'., you will have to speak to the

director."

C. "Good evening Mr. and Mrs./Johnson, Mike is

sleeping. Ccme with me and I'll show you

where he is."

3 6
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Amadtem bmings eight-month-old Sam to the center and tells the caregiver

-the baby has loose bowels and has been spitting up. The mother says she

must go to the commissary but will be back in two hours, although she

knows the center cannot accept sick children. What do you as a caiegiver

do?

A. Explain to the Mother it is against center

policy to accept sick children.

B. Tell themother if it is only going to be

for two hours it is all right.

C. Tell the mother that Smn must be checked by

the director before you can accept him.

Answers From Choice A has you, the caregiver, being hostiZe to

Previous Page_ parents and threatening them. This is not your

job.

Choice B has you, the caregiver, complaining

to the parents. Telling them to see the

director, befbre they bring Mike back is over-

stepping your bounds ofauthority.

Choice C is best because you are being polite

to the parents and not overstepping the bounds

ofyour authority. By aArmeans, do,teZZ the

director the next day what has happened and

allow him to decide on the course of action.

3 7
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Answers From
Previous Page

Choice A is the best answer since,most parents
know that most centers cannot accept sick chil-

dren. 4f the mother wants to speak to the
director about this, you, the caregiver, have
erplained cenrer poZicy and should be backed

up by the director.

Choice B is of course incorrect since not many
chiZd care centers can accept sick children

for cdre. (Check your center's poZicy).

Choice C is not the best answer because the
director depends on you to state center poZicy

to the mother and hopef4lly this will solve

the problem.
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mukr WalUD NUJ
CO . . .

Jackie is 17 months old and has come to the center several times. One

week she is bitten on the hand twice in two days, and the father is very

angry. He demands to know the name and address of the parents of the

child who is the biter. What do you, the caregiver, say to the father?

A. "I won't give you the name of the other
child's parent. You'll have to get it

from the director."

Answers On Bottom .

Of Next Page

B. "I realize how upset you are about Jackie's

being bitten. However, it is against cen-

ter policy to give out names and addresses

of parents. I can assure you that we will
speak to the child's parent and try and
keep a close eye on the child."

C. "I know you are upset about Jackie's being
bitten, but we have a lot of children to
watch, and I cannot watch the other child
all of the time he is here. I will tell

her parents she is biting and how angry you

are about this."
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Amy's mother comes to pick her up and if unable to find Amy's coat.
Mother says, "That was a new coat, and if you don't find it, I demand
that the center pay us the full price of the coat. Why don't you watch---k

the children's things more carefully?" What do you say to this parent?

A. "Let me help you look for Amy's coat. I

remember it wes a very nice one. Cid you
have Amy's name on it? If we can't find it

I will continue to look for it and per-
if another child has by mistake worn

it the parent will return it. Many
times . - have the same coat, which
is why ask that all clothes be labeled
with the child's name."

B. "The center policy is that all clothes be
labeled. I will try and find Amy's coat, but
the center is rypt responsible for lost
clothes.".

C. Nhere did you put your coat, Amy? Did
you haag it where I told you to? The
centsr is not responsible for lost clothes,
but I will try and find it."

Answers From Choice A is a poor choice because you know the

Previous Page center's policy is not to give out names
and addresses, and you have really put the
director on the spot.

Choice B is the best answer because you are
being understanding of the fdther's anger and
also are stating the center's policy against
giving out names and addresses. You are
reassuring the father that you will try to
take care of the situation. It is, of course,
a good idea to inform your director of all
parents' complaints.

Choice C is a poor choice because you are not
stating the center's policy and you are making
excuses for the child's biting behavior going
unchecked. You know, as the caregiver, that - no
matter what the size of tha group - when you have
a child who bites, it is very hand to control.
Talking with the biter's parents is a good idea
if the director approvee.
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Choice A states the center's policy about
labeling coats and assures the mother you will
try and find it. You are being helpful but
not accepting responsibility for the 'lost

coat.

Choice B is not the best answer because you
are not helping to find the coat and are not

being very understanding of the mother's anger.

Choice C is a poor choice because the burden

of the lost coat is put on Amy, which is
unfdir and will upset the mother.
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